Abstract-Opinion polarization in blogosphere is an special and important group behavior which often foreshow the emergence of some significant public social events. In this paper, we first analyze the original blog dissemination characteristics include dissemination networked, free agenda-setting and against the spiral of silence phenomenon. Then, we construct a opinion dissemination dynamic model with the method of reductionism and holism. We decompose the blogosphere into different subnets according to the degree distribution, and build the basic dynamic equations with the k-degree subnet, then extended to the whole network to study the polarization phenomenon. After that , we point out the weakness of scale free network to depict the blogosphere in brief and give a new novel model and simulate the process of the opinion dissemination influenced by the composition of the initial opinion, the fixed opinion groups and subjective mental preference of interactive groups. Empirical research shows that polarization will surely happen, consensus is impossible in blogosphere.
I. INTRODUCTION
A blog is a user-generated website where the entries are made and displayed in a reverse chronological order. Blog often provide commentary or news on a particular subject such as music, politics, or local news, others function as more personal online diaries. A typical blog combines text, images and other media related to its topic. Most blogs are interactive, allowing visitors to leave comments and even message each other via widgets on the blogs. [1] [2]. The ability for readers to leave comments in an interactive format is an important feature that encourages discussions among bloggers. Blogs have become a new way to publish information at a global level, engage in discussions with a very large audience and eventually leads to the formation of online web communities. Due to the growing influence of this specialized publishing infrastructure of blogs, this subset of the web sphere is popularly known as the blogosphere. [3] [4] [5] .
Opinion polarization in blogosphere is a special and important phenomenon which a disagreement becomes more extreme as the different groups consider evidence in the course of the opinion formation. It is one of the effects of confirmation bias: the tendency of people to search for and interpret evidence selectively, to reinforce their current beliefs or attitudes [7] [8] . polarization phenomenon often foreshow the emergence of some significant public social events, This point of view was confirmed in numerous emergent events such as "Fake photo of South China tiger" , "The Case of Deng Yu-jiao" , "The hide and seek scandal" etc [9] [10]. So we need to explore its characteristics, causes and influencing factors of polarization in blogosphere.
Opinion dynamic is one of the hot research topics in social computing：Newman provides theoretical analysis of the spreading of disease in various networks [11] . Leskovec et al study the cascading behavior of diffusion in the network of interlinked blog post [12] . They propose the dynamic model of opinion formation which results in information cascades with similar properties as observed. The major difference between their generative model and the variation of the model that we apply to dynamic graphs is the ability of the nodes to be infected multiple times.
Lahiri et al investigate the impact of structural changes of the network on the individual ability of the nodes to facilitate the information diffusion [13] . They found that results obtained from a static representation of the network had little correspondence with results from a dynamic representation.
Habiba and Berger-Wolf extend the work of Kempe et al to study the diffusion in dynamic graphs. They solve the problem of selecting the set of individuals for initial infection so that resulting extend of the spread in the dynamic network is maximized [14] [15] . They observed the significant difference between the extend of the spread in aggregate and dynamic views of networks. We also came across a drastic difference in the scope of diffusion and we further looked into the rate of diffusion under dynamic and static network representations.
Ravi et al study the word burst models and community structure of the blogosphere. They find a sustained and rapid increase in the size of the strongly connected component on the blogosphere and explain that the community structure is due to the tendency of the bloggers to topically interlink with posts on other blogs [16] [17] .
Comprehensive above research，we have found that opinion dynamic is influenced by two factors: the first is propagation mode, and the second is propagation network. The propagation mode means psychological interaction mechanism between different people. Certainly we can also recognize it as "funcition", it's the direct cause of polarization phenomenon. Propagation network is the information dissemination path. The propagation network means "structure", it's the remote cause of polarization phenolmenon. "structure---function" is a good paradigm used in communication . It is still appropriate for the blog dissemination. The former research production has more reference value.
In this study, We analyzes the original features of blog dissemination process from which we take a combination approach by "reductionism" and "holism" to begin our research, and construct a opinion polarization dynamic model , give the simulation results to explain the polarization with the influence of composition of the initial opinion, fixed opinion groups and subjective metal preference of interactive groups.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly introduces the blog dissemination characterstics and give the dynamic equation . Section III is the simulation analysis, include a novel blogphere model and it's key performance indicator, then discuss the polarization associate with the composition of the initial opinion, fixed opinion groups and subjective mental preference during the process of blog communication. Section IV concludes this paper.
II. BLOGOSPHERE DISSEMINATION DYNAMIC MODEL

A. Blog Dissemination Characterstics Analyze 1) Dissemination Networked:
The traditional media disseminate messages in a top-down way with hierarchy style, so the message spreading is relatively slow and the spreading route is linear feature [18] . With the widely use of blog, the scattered net citizens transforms into a huge social network. Information disseminate very quickly among different social networks and the spreading route presents networked Characteristics. Local incidents expand to national scale in no time.
2) Free Agenda-setting: "Agenda-setting" is one of the major methods to control the effects of dissemination, It's core idea is that the traditional media can not decide people's opinions, but by providing specific information and agenda it may make people pay attention to some facts and opinions, and then change their own opinions [19] . Blog dissemination is hardly effected by agenda-setting, because blog readers can select information and post freely.
3) Against the Spiral of Silence Phenomenon: The "spiral of silence" means that people are tend to get the so called "opinion atmosphere" before they express themselves. if they hold an majority opinion, they are willing to express their opinion in public and if they hold an minority opinion they fell pressure and keep silence, and thus majority opinion form a spiral grown bigger and bigger while minority opinion shrink smaller and smaller [20] . The anonymous blog dissemination is hard to press upon opinion holder, thus phenomenon against the spiral of silence appears in blogosphere regardless of how much the pressure, people are still hold their own opinion and not easy to compromise. And often, the fixed opinion groups will have unexpected effects on the final public opinion.
B. Modeling Method
For blog dissemination, the formation of the final public opinion is closely related to the dissemination dynamic process and opposing opinions. we use nodes to represent different net citizen group and connections between different nodes to represent information spreading channel. We also use connection number (the degree of a node) to evaluate the communication channel [21] [22] . Higher degree means more network connections, strong dissemination power and more net citizen could be influenced whereas lower degree means fewer network connections, weak dissemination power and fewer net citizen could be influenced. According to the topology features of blogosphere, we decompose the whole network into different subnets according to it's degree, build the basic dynamic equations with the kdegree subnet, then extended to the whole network to study the polarization phenomenon. Since there is the Against the Spiral of Silence Phenomenon in blog dissemination, each net citizen will keep his or her own opinion and not easy to give up, so we must consider these fixed opinion holders when setting up the dynamic model. It's not only influence other net citizens but create a gigantic "public opinion field" which makes public opinions be of long-term effectiveness as well as directs public opinions into their final form.
Normally, dissemination opinion is a triple{supporting opinion, opposing opinion, straddling opinion}, but according to the empirical study of network dissemination [23] [24], the most important factor to the formation of public opinion usually is opposing opinion instead of straddling opinion, so we can shrink the dissemination triple to a two-tuple { supporting opinion, opposing opinion } in our research. With the interaction of the nodes, more and more blogger presents diverse viewpoints, opinion polarization will emerge in the blogosphere. The opinion dynamic equation is setting up based on the above discussion and the symbols are described in table-1. ratio of the always "supporting" opinion nodes with k degree 9 k a ratio of the always "opposing" opinion nodes with k degree
C. Dynamics Equation of Blog Dissemination
Randomly choosing a k-degree node in blogosphere which holds "supporting" opinion and the probability of changing from an "supporting" position to an "opposing" position interact by various network dissemination rules is calculated by (1):
represents the existence probability of a "opposing" node with k-degree under the "against the spiral of silence phenomenon", represents the occurrence probability of "opposing" node which neighboring to a "supporting" node , (1 ) 
represents the probability of an "supporting" node change to an "opposing" node under the influence coming from neighboring nodes, a k a s k k + represents the "public opinion field" generated by "opposing" nodes under the "free-agenda setting" feature, and the "public opinion field" will take a guide function in the process of opinion formation.
2) represents the probability of an "opposing" node change to an "supporting" node under various dissemination rules.
, equation (1), (2) change to:
Since the structural change of blogosphere is much slower than the formation of public opnion [8] , we believe the structure of blogosphere keep stable during the opinion dissemination process. And thus, we get the number of nodes change from "supporting" to "opposing" under the speed of λ in dt time interval is:
The secondary moment of random variable
Let 1 λ = , then we get kinetic equation:
We take a weight average from (13), and get:
Use Mean Field approximate method, we turn (14) into :
III. COMPUTER SIMULATION
A Topology Model of Blogosphere
Scale-free network is widely observed in natural and man-made systems, but this model can't completely express the features of blogosphere. For example, the new nodes connect to the network is not global optimizing because the size of the network is relatively large. Theses nodes have not enough ability to explore the degree of each node in the whole network. So we need a new novel algorithm to generate blogosphere. The concrete methods as follows: a) A random network ( , ) G N E , which consists of N nodes and E edges is constructed. G N E unchanged. One end point of the edge is selected in the network randomly and the other is selected according to degree preference.
The evolution procedure of the blogosphere can be described exactly by this method. In early time of formative period, influence of every blog is low and connected randomly. With the development, some celebrated blogs come forth, they will attract the newjoined blogger. At the same time, inner nodes in blogosphere are influenced by these celebrated blogs and will be reconnected. A blog include preponderance nodes network then formed.
B . The Example of the Algorithm
1) A blog network (2000, 23000)
G is instanced firstly. It is a random network and consists of 2000 nodes and 23000 edges. Probability function of each edge is 2) Preponderance local area network is formed by 80 nodes which degree is the most in 300 blogs.
3) A blog node connected 6-12 edges is connected into the network every time t. Each edge of this node connected to preponderance local network equal likely.
4) Degree of each node in G(h) is counted after t λ . If the degree of the new node is more than min( ( ))
G h , connecting the new node to preponderance network. 5) ( 1)/2 N N − edges are randomly joined into the network and leave the node number in ( , ) G N E unchanged. One end point of the edge is selected in the network randomly and the other is selected according to degree preference.
In order to verify the validity of this model，We crawl a famous blog websites. There are total 7,655 blogosphere and 1,542,639 members registered by Oct 2010. The largest blogsophere has 18,299 members and large groups with over 4,500 members account for 8.73% of all groups while small groups with at most 2000 members account for 72.17%. We have know from the data that most of the groups have a small number of members and only a few groups have a large number of members. It is in accordance with the power-law distribution by the data fitting, Fig. 1 shows the distribution of the blogosphere with degree distribution in the vertical axis and member number in the horizontal axis. 
C . Polarization Simulation Results
1) Blog dissemination process
The process of blog dissemination process is shown in Fig.2 , three curves represent the opinion changing after interaction 30, 60 and 90 times respectively. From this figure we can see that the process of network dissemination dynamic is positively correlated with the initial opinion ratio but the dissemination process is nonlinear, so the opinion dissemination has many kinetics features. Although the "supporting opinion" and the "opposing opinion" ratio is as high as 8 : 2, a consensus is still not available after full interaction and dissemination, so we conclude that polarization phenomenon will appear as long as interaction is above a certain threshold in the blogosphere ,and this conclusion is in accordance with the empirical study. The influence generated by the composition of the initial opinion is showed in Fig. 4 , the three histogram describe the opinion evolutions when the initial distributions are normal distribution,uniform distribution and Boltzmann distribution,. In normal distribution, there exists only one major opinion in blogsphere and most members hold this opinion .In uniform distribution, the opinions are scattered and there doesn't have 2) Affecting Factor 2:fixed Opinion Group The influence generated by the fixed opinion group is showed in Fig. 4 , simulation analysis shows that if fixed opinion group increases the polarizing will become intense, but after increasing to a certain degree there will be no further influence. And this is in according with the phenomena in our life, which is the niche brand with highly loyalty customers can not expand to a mainstream brands. Based on social impact theory, we find the blog communication has against the spiral of silence feature [23] [24] , that is no matter how firmly the disseminators hold their opinion, only when the information is in according with his mental preference, interaction will take place or there will not any influence on message receiver. Fig.6 and Fig.7 describe the different impacts brought by different metal preference. When both I + and I − are large, the initial opinions are scatted and members don't have apparent mental preference, there will have a lot of interactions and come up a unified and converged preference, as shown in figure 5 . When both I + and I − are small, the initial opinions have already show some convergency and members are holding their own opinion firmly, the interaction will be affected by the initially converged opinions and multiple opinions coexist, as shown in figure 6 . When I + or I − is a bigger one, the initial network will have either lots of interactions or an obvious major opinion, as shown in Figure. 8.
IV. CONCLUSION AND SUMMATION
Polarization is a special phenomenon in blog communication and its formation and evolution are affected by composition of the initial opinion, fixed opinion groups and subjective metal preference of interactive groups. This paper build opinion dynamic equation to discuss above impact factors and disclose the polarization phenomenon in blogsphere. The further study will focus on the features of blog communication, the parameters such as average path length, clustering coefficients, betweens and their influence on polarize formation and evolution to discover the objective and subjective reasons of polarization in a more general way.
